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‘there can be found in London, among every class and each 
locality, more of those true princes of our country than in any 
other English city that I know of. More members of the maquis of 
the brave, the spirited, the talented, the irreverent, the witty and 
the physically attractive and unjudging. And more, I must say –
injustice to the weaknesses as well as the virtues of my fellow-
countrymen—of those gamblers with their lives who are the only 
true ones. To be a Londoner is always to take a chance: an instinct 
that manifests itself. . . by their perpetual willingness to take the 
most improbable human risks. And I believe the spirit of the ugly 
old indifferent capital encourages the presence of such people; 
and by its very incoherent informality, enables them to discover 
one another more freely and happily than elsewhere in our land.’

- Colin MacInnes, London: City of Any Dream (1962)



Key questions

1. In what ways were racist and anti-racist protest movements 

of the mid/late 20th century a response to London’s wider 

social and economic changes?

2. How did London become a more multicultural and global city 

over the late 20th century?

3. How was London subject to rapid deindustrialisation and 

unemployment, and what were its effects?

4. What new social movements emerged in the wake of the UK's 

political crises of the late 1960s and 1970s?







1. The Economy of Post-war London

After WW2, London’s economy initially booms

■ 1956: Port of London tonnage hits record levels – 70 million tons of 

goods per week, 1000 ships docking

■ Engineering, electricals and vehicle-building: Associated Equipment 

Company and Park Royal Body Builders, Southall, exporting buses to 

the Commonwealth

■ Ford Dagenham produces 250k vehicles per year, Populars, 

Prefects, Consuls, Zodiacs, mostly for export to Europe (30k 1960s)

■ Industries across London booming, and incomes increasing

■ Heathrow opens to the public in 1948, and Gatwick in 1958 – by the 

1960s, both handling large numbers of tourist traffic







Slow signs of collapse…

■ Indian Independence (1947), wars in Malaysia, Kenya, Cyprus and 
Aden, postwar sterling crises, and Suez (1956) indicated the decline of 
the capital of the British Empire and its key port

■ Loss of imperial preferences and rise of European, American and 
Asian competition finish off London’s industries

■ Industries and docking harder hit than anywhere else in the UK

■ 1966-76: 40% (500k) of factory jobs in Greater London are lost

■ Between 1971-76 they fall by a third.

■ By the mid-1970s, 70% of London jobs are in services…

(Though banking, insurance and eventually printing begin to move too)





Depopulation

Greater London’s population decreases by 500k (7%) from 1961-71;

A further 750k (10% leave between 1971-81

The ‘Outer Metropolitan Area’ (beyond the green belt) grows by 500k in 
the 1950s, 650k in 1960s, and a further 250k over 1970s

By 1971, half a million are commuting

By 1981, Greater London has nearly 2 million fewer people than in 1938







Where do they go?

■ Suburban developments stopped by the 1944 Green Belt Act

■ New Towns built on the outskirts of London: Harlow, Basildon, 
Crawley, Stevenage, and Hemel Hempstead

■ Many move to the existing suburban towns: Reading, Dartford, 
Gillingham, Maidstone, Sevenoaks, Luton, Basingstoke, Dunstable

■ The Location of Offices Bureau, set up in the 1960s, helps around 
2000 firms decentralise and move to outer suburbs

■ Though designed by policy-makers to alleviate overcrowding in 
housing and transport, its effect is a major slump and visible decline 
in inner London from the early 1970s-90s





Deindustrialisation

■ Major London industries like AEC and Park Royal close in 1976 after 
collapse of British Leyland

■ In industrial West London, Hounslow and Ealing’s engineering and 
electrical works collapse – with 150k jobs lost between 1973-83

■ In Ealing, 2000 jobs per year are lost over the 1970s

■ Many other factories and industries close and relocate either to 
cheaper parts of the UK, or overseas…

■ Pears Soap (1972), and over the 1970s: British Aerospace (Hayes), 
Lucas car-works (Acton), General Electric Company (Willesden), 
Thorn-EMI (Hayes and Ilford); ICI, Rank, Xerox, British Aluminium…

■ Between 1971-82, manufacturing jobs by 42% (500k)







Effects on London…

Job losses concentrated overall in inner London: between 1971-81, 75% 
of all lost jobs concentrated here

‘a disproportionate share of unskilled and semi-skilled workers, of 
unemployment, of one-parent families, of concentrations of immigrant 
communities and overcrowding and inadequate housing’

- Peter Shore, Environment Secretary (1976)





‘‘If I had the money to go, I wouldn't stay in this country… I have three children, all of 
them been through grammar school and two of them married now, with family. I 
shan't be satisfied till I have seen them all settled overseas. … In this country in 15 or 
20 years' time the black man will have the whip hand over the white man.’’

‘Here is a decent, ordinary fellow Englishman, who in broad daylight in my own town 
says to me, his Member of Parliament, that the country will not be worth living in for 
his children. I simply do not have the right to shrug my shoulders and think about 
something else. What he is saying, thousands and hundreds of thousands are saying 
and thinking – not throughout Great Britain, perhaps, but in the areas that are 
already undergoing the total transformation to which there is no parallel in a 
thousand years of English history. We must be mad, literally mad, as a nation to be 
permitting the annual inflow of some 50,000 dependents, who are for the most part 
the material of the future growth of the immigrant descended population. It is like 
watching a nation busily engaged in heaping up its own funeral pyre. So insane are we 
that we actually permit unmarried persons to immigrate for the purpose of founding 
a family with spouses and fiancées whom they have never seen’



2. Rivers of Blood
■ MP for Wolverhampton South West in a  speech to the Conservative Political 

Centre in Birmingham, 20 April 1968, 

■ Response to the planned Race Relations Bill, which Powell claimed would lead to 
discrimination against whites and race riots

■ Non-white immigrants the cause of white Britons being unable to access maternity 
beds, school places, neighbourhood decline and unemployment

■ Powell is ejected from the Shadow Cabinet by Heath

■ Violent racist attack on a West Indian christening party in Wolverhampton

■ Gallup poll finds 74% nationally surveyed agreed with Powell’s speech, with 69% 
believing it wrong he was sacked, and 83% wanting immigration restrictions

■ In 1970, Heath’s Conservatives have a surprise victory at the elections…







Dockers show support
■ 23 April, as the RR bill is being discussed in Parliament, workers went on strike

■ Over 1000 dockers march from the East End to Parliament in support of Powell, 
with placards like ‘back Britain, not black Britain’, ‘we want Enoch Powell!’

■ 300 enter to lobby their local MPs, Peter Shore (Stepney) and Ian Mikardo
(Poplar), with both shouted down and Mikardo kicked

■ The following day, 600 at St Katherine’s Docks, 600 Smithfield meat porters and 
numerous other factories go on strike, with porters presenting a 92pp petition

■ Strikes continue at Tilbury and other docks until the end of the week (with a peak 
of 4500 on 27th April) , when Powell discourages further strike action

Why would the dockers go on a strike based on racist ideas?







Decline of the Docks
■ London’s docks are no longer central to all trade between metropolis and 

colonies, with no more favourable deals

■ Newly independent states establish better trade deals with America, 
Germany and Japan, with Commonwealth trade halving over the 1960s

■ Rotterdam, Hamburg and Dunkirk are substantially rebuilt

■ After Britain’s entry into the EEC in 1973, new Channel ports with facilities 
for containers take over: Dover, Harwich, Felixstowe, and Tilbury

■ London dockers also strike throughout the 1950s-60s, hastening the move 
to other, non-unionised docks



Decline of the Docks
■ East India Docks closed in 1967, followed by St Katherine’s and Surrey 

Commercial Docks between 1968-71

■ 1967-71: Hay’s and all major Thames-side wharves close

■ 1976-81: West India, Millwall, and eventually the major Royal Docks close

Unemployment figures

■ In 1969, 23,000 registered port workers; by 1973 this halves to 12,000

■ Around 30,000 working in 1950s, falls to 2000 by 1981

■ Allied industries, railways and gas (Beckton) also collapse, with the East End 
plunged into massive unemployment over the 1970s







Growth in immigration
■ 1948 Nationality Act extends citizenship to 800 million

■ Growth peaks by the late 1950s, partly in anticipation of restrictions on 
immigration imposed by 1961…

■ 3000 from India and Pakistan in 1959, leaping to 50,000 in 1961, and 90,000 
in 1962

■ 16,000 from the West Indies in 1959; 66,000 in 1961

■ Cypriot migration also quadruples

■ New migrant communities initially based in Camden, Stepney, Notting Hill…

■ But a gradual shift, for reasons including proximity of work, an established 
community, and a lack of racial discrimination, to Brixton, Southall, 
Whitechapel, Ladbroke Grove, Tottenham, and beyond…









3. Swinging London

■ Despite London’s heavy deindustrialisation, there was a pervading 
sense of affluence and opportunity elsewhere over the mid-1960s

■ Advertising, services, popular music and the teenager…

■ Labour legislation over the 1960s legalises abortion and 
homosexuality, and liberalises divorce, obscenity laws

■ Time magazine popularises the label ‘hippie’ in July 1967

■ While popular culture reported the Beatles, a growing alternative 
‘counterculture’ develops in London, focused in West London

■ Dialectics of Liberation conference at the Roundhouse, July 1967, 
brings together R.D Laing, Stokely Carmichael, Herbert Marcuse and 
Allen Ginsberg





Students

■ Harold Wilson promised a modern Britain ‘forged in the white heat of 
this revolution’ in 1963

■ … defined by a growth in higher education and technical education, 
and investment in light industries

■ The 1963 Robbins Act results in new ‘glass-plate’ universities and 
polytechnics built across Britain, with relatively generous student 
grants and free places

■ This new cohort of baby-boomers in the West become associated 
with an outlook that is liberal, broadly socialist, anti-racist, anti-sexist 
and anti-homophobic, and tied to personal experimentation and 
pleasure

■ Corresponds with the growth of the British ‘New Left’, associated with 
E.P. Thompson, Stuart Hall and others, after 1957…





Vietnam

■ Many students become involved in the anti-Vietnam War movement, 
and associated anti-imperialist protest movements, across Europe

■ First Vietnam Solidarity Campaign (VSC): 5000 march to US Embassy 
in Grosvenor Square in October 1967, and marked by violence

■ 17 March 1968: second VSC march, involving 25k-80k, results in 
‘Battle of Grosvenor Square’

■ Spurred on by political assassinations, the Tet Offensive in Vietnam, 
the underground press and Mick Jagger (!), there’s a growing sense of 
anger and revolution in the air

■ 27 October, 100,000 on VSC march, but police repel violence

■ Over 1969-70, a growing sense of ‘atomization’, dispersal and 
depression in politics, matched by a growing radicalism on the Far Left





New Social Movements

■ A small but significant number of students ‘dropped out’, with many 
moving to the abundant squats of Notting Hill and Ladbroke Grove

■ The area becomes associated with underground publications like Oz 
and International Times, as well as Pink Floyd and Jimi Hendrix 

■ London Free School founded in March 1966 by John Hopkins and 
Rhaune Laslett, modelled on free American universities, and providing 
free community adult education, free festivals and carnivals

■ Squats become communes run on cooperative, political lines

■ Women’s Liberation, Gay Liberation and Black power movements

■ Other students become involved in community activism, e.g. John 
Barker, a Cambridge drop-out who organises the West London 
Claimants Union, and later is involved in the ‘Angry Brigade’







The Mangrove

■ Former Rachman recent collector, Michael X, becomes the centre of a 
black liberation movement

■ British Black Panthers formed in 1968 by Darcus Howe, Linton Kwesi
Johnson, Olive Morris and others 

■ Race Today collective and publication from 1969

■ The Mangrove Restaurant on All Saints Road raided by police 12 times 
between January 1969 and July 1970

■ A protest march by the BBP of 150 is met by 700 police in August 
1970, leading to the arrest of nine, including Darcus Howe, on 
conspiracy to cause riot

■ The trial of the ‘Mangrove Nine’ becomes a major story over 1971, 
with demands for an all-black jury, and eventual acquittal



‘We are all Angry’

■ Harold Wilson’s government collapses by the late 1960s through 
economic deficit and conflict with trade unions

■ Heath elected on a ‘Selsdon Man’ ticket

■ Deindustrialisation, unemployment and anti-trade union legislation 
combine with the febrile atmosphere…

■ Miss World 1970 attacked by protestors, with BBC van bombed 
outside, 20th November

■ Between Dec 1970 – Dec 1972, around 25 terrorist attacks linked to a 
left-wing terrorist group calling themselves the ‘Angry Brigade’

■ Backdrop of 121 minor bombings against property, 1969-72







The Angry Brigade (1970-71)

■ Wide range of targets include Franco’s Spain, the government, the 
army, the police, Conservative cabinet ministers, Ford, Bryant’s, Miss 
World, and … the Biba shopping boutique

■ Signed communiqués sent to the underground press

■ Prominence after bombing of Robert Carr’s home in January 1971; 
thereafter the Bomb Squad is formed, with a heavy police 
investigation

■ Daily Mirror offers £10,000 reward, while trade unionists and the 
counterculture complain of harassment

■ Jake Prescott arrested in February 1971; 8 others by August 1971 
following a raid in Stoke Newington

■ Following one of the lengthiest trials in criminal history, by Dec. 1972 
four are sentenced to ten years for conspiracy





30th Aug 1970: home of Met Police Commissioner Waldron

8th Sept: home of Attorney General Rawlinson

20th Nov.: Miss World, BBC van

4 Dec: machine-gunning of the Spanish Embassy, London

9 Dec.: bomb Department of Employment and Productivity (9th December, 
communiqués 2 and 3); 

12th Jan 1971: Robert Carr’s home 

18th March: Ford offices, Gants Hill

1st May: Biba boutique

22nd May: Metropolitan Police Computer Room

22nd July: Ford Dagenham and William Batty’s home

31st July: John Davies, Minister for Trade and Industry 

15th August: a Territorial Army centre, Holloway, 

20th October: home of Chris Bryant







New Left fragments over the 1970s…

■ Official IRA bomb Aldershot barracks in February 1972… Provisional 
IRA begin a terrorist campaign in mainland Britain, beginning with a 
March 1973 attack on the Old Bailey and Scotland Yard, 

■ Following the crackdown over the Angry Brigade raids, a number of 
famous deaths in 1968-9 and a general decline in living standards, the 
counterculture clustered in West London declines

■ But: some community activism in housing, legal advice, feminism and 
gay rights gains momentum and becomes organised, eventually 
becoming legal centres and charities

■ The Free Republic of Frestonia proclaims independence in 1977

■ Ladbroke Grove squatlands and council housing later associated with 
punk music, particularly The Clash







4. Racism over the 1970s

■ 1967: British National Party and League of Empire Loyalists merge to 
form a new group, the National Front

■ Under John Tyndall’s leadership from 1972, it concentrates on street 
protest and recruitment in East London and northern England

■ NF campaigned largely on the policy of absolute controls on 
immigration and repatriation of all coloured immigrants

■ Neo-Nazis: Only white people should be allowed citizenship of Britain

■ Events like Ugandan Asian refugee crisis (1972) were capitalised on, 
with a peak in support in the mid-1970s





1970s Racism and Anti-Fascism

■ 1970s; NF undertook many high-profile marches through racially 
sensitive areas.

■ Readily and vehemently opposed by anti-fascist movements

■ The Police (technically upholding democratic rights to protest) 
were heavily accused of (and appeared to be) defending the far-
right racist policies of the marchers

■ April 1970: murder of Tosir Ali in Bethnal Green, following riots

■ June 1976: murder of Gurdip Singh Chaggar in Southall

■ May 1978: murder of Altab Ali near to Brick Lane in East Londo

■ … 110 recorded attacks on East End Asians in autumn 1977







Police harassment in Notting Hill

■ Police indifference to the violence of the Notting Hill race riots of 
1958 and after had led to a strong distrust of the police

■ Harassment of the Mangrove Nine (1970-71) also remembered

■ In the hot summer of 1976, Notting Hill Carnival erupts into a huge 
riot in which 100 police are injured, and 66 arrested

■ These events would be captured in The Clash’s first album (1977), 
particularly in the song ‘White Riot’



Rock Against Racism

■ Growing number of racist attacks stimulated extensive mobilisation 
of anti-racist movements, mostly led by white, left-wingers

■ 1975: launch of the Anti-Fascist magazine Searchlight, exposing 
work of the NF and other racist groups

■ 1976: the formation of Rock Against Racism

■ Established by photojournalist Red Saunders and musicians David 
Widgery and Syd Shelton following racist comments by Eric Clapton

■ Perhaps most remembered for two huge events in 1978...





RAR and Anti-Nazi League

■ In June, over 100,000 people marched from Trafalgar Square to 
Victoria Park in Hackney to watch bands including the Clash, the 
Buzzcocks, the Tom Robinson Band.

■ On the run-up to the general election in 1979, RAR staged a 
‘militant entertainment tour’ with around 40 acts playing 23 
concerts across the country

■ 1977: formation of the Anti Nazi League (ANL) primarily to oppose 
the National Front (NF) and other groups

■ Membership not just students: white Londoners also involved in 
defending Asians under attack, and fighting fascists

■ Dave Renton, When we touched the Sky: the ANL 1977-1981 (2006)





1977: Battle of Lewisham

■ ‘Battle of Lewisham’, 13 August 1977: March of around 800 NF 
supporters opposed by around 6000 anti-fascists

■ Police tried to facilitate the march but it was broken up into small 
groups and numerous confrontations between the three sides 
involved (NF, ANL and the police).

■ First use in mainland Britain of the Perspex riot shields that would 
become such an icon of policing in the 1980s

■ (Other events include Red Lion Square, 1974, where Kevin Gately 
killed; and Southall 1979, where Blair Peach killed by police)





Industrial militancy and British Asians

■ From the mid-1950s, Woolf’s Rubber Company recruit and house 
Indian workers to Southall

■ By 1957, Southall has a branch of the Indian Workers’ Association

■ Rockware Glass, Southall; Courtauld’s Red Scar Mill (1965)

■ Woolf Rubber Company (1965); Coneygre Foundry, Tipton (1967); 
Midland Motor Cylinder Company and Newby Foundry (1968)

■ Imperial Typewriters factory in Leicester (1974)

■ Grunwick Photo-processing plant in Willesden (1974)

■ ‘The temples gave free food to the strikers, the grocers limitless 
credit, the landlords waived the rent’ (Sivandan, A Different 
Hunger)



4. 1980s: Institutional decline?

■ By 1979, the NF achieve very few votes in elections… But

■ Margaret Thatcher is elected on a ticket of restricting trade unions, 
‘uncompetitive’ public industries, and a UK ‘swamped’ by migrants

■ After a decade of inaction on community plans to build industrial 
estates and new housing, LDDC is formed to transform the Docks

■ New Cross Fire, 18 January 1981: 14 killed

■ Moral panic about West-Indian house parties; portrayed as sources 
of drug taking and anti-social behaviour.

■ Very little press coverage of the loss of life; either indifference or 
inferences that anti-social black culture had caused the incident.





National Black People’s Day of Action

■ 2nd March 1981 = a demonstration of around 15-20,000 people 
under the banner of a ‘National Black People’s Day of Action

■ The Sun newspaper carried the headline ‘day the blacks ran riot in 
London’ when reporting on the story

Banners carried on the march included:

‘Thirteen Dead and Nothing Said’; 
'No Police Cover-Up‘;
'Dame Jill Knight Set The Fire Alight!'



Race riots over 1980s

■ 1980s: Spurious ‘stop and search’ powers based upon the wording 
in the 1824 Vagrancy Act

■ Became known as the ‘sus’ law because subjective ‘suspicion’ 
rather than objective ‘proof’ was all that as required to stop and 
search someone.

■ 1981: Police instigated ‘Operation Swamp 81’ in Brixton; around 
1000 people stopped and searched in five days. This led almost 
directly to the three days of violence in April that year

Other incidents in: Toxteth area of Liverpool (first use of CS gas in 
Britain); Southall; Chapeltown, Leeds; Manchester; and Birmingham





Race riots over the 1980s

Brixton, April 1981: Michael Bailey, stabbed in a fight, is detained by 
police instead of being given medical attention

Brixton, Sept 1985: Cherry Groce, shot by police during a search of her 
house

Tottenham, Oct 1985: Cynthia Jarrett collapsed and died during a police 
search of her home

Results in the Broadwater Farm riots, perhaps the most violent riots in 
London over the 1980s, resulting in the murder of PC Keith Blakelock

By 1990, unemployment at 20% in Hackney and Haringey, 35% in Kings 
Cross, with 10% of London’s population on income support by 1992



The GLC

■ While London was blighted in places by deindustrialisation, 
unemployment, casual violence and decline…

■ The late 1970s-1980s also marks the growth of a progressive 
municipal politics associated with the Greater London Council 
under Ken Livingstone (almost BBC Man of the Year, 1982)

■ Introduces ‘Fare’s Fair’ in 1981 to reduce traffic

■ While attacked by the press as ‘loony left’, the GLC’s 
programmes result in a liberalisation of ideas around race, 
sexuality, Northern Ireland, and temporary relief of some 
poverty

■ By 1986, Thatcher forcibly closes the GLC, sending London into 
a further decline which lasts well into the following decade…



‘the venture looks like being a white 
elephant, and is jokily referred to as 
the Margaret Thatcher Memorial 
Tower’ - Roy Porter, London (1994)

‘Canary Wharf has become a symbol 
of the regeneration of the riverside. 
It stands as a beacon or lighthouse 
on the borders of the East End, 
showing the way forward.’ – Peter 
Ackroyd, Thames (2007)


